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Question 1: Free-Response Question 15 points 
 

(a) For correctly drawing and labeling the force of gravity and the normal force on the sled 1 point

 For correctly drawing and labeling the force of friction on the on the sled  1 point

 For correctly drawing and labeling the force of tension on the on the sled  1 point

 Example Response 

 
 
Scoring Notes:  

 Examples of appropriate labels for the force due to gravity include: GF , gF , gravF , 

W , mg , Mg , “grav force,” “F Earth on block,” “F on block by Earth,” 

Earth on blockF , E,BlockF . The labels G and g are not appropriate labels for the force due 

to gravity.  nF , NF , N , “normal force,” “ground force,” or similar labels may be 

used for the normal force. stringF , sF , TF , TensionF , T , “string force,” “tension 

force,” or similar labels may be used for the tension force exerted by the string. 
 A response with extraneous forces or vectors can earn a maximum of two points.  

  
Total for part (a) 3 points

(b) For any correct trigonometric expression for   in terms of the given quantities 

1
2 2 2 2

sin sinx x

y x y x
    
       

  

OR 

1
2 2 2 2

cos cos
y y

y x y x
    

 
  

OR 

1tan tanx x
y y

       

1 point

 
Total for part (b) 1 point
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(c)(i) For beginning the derivation with Newton’s second law to write an equation that is consistent 
with part (a). 

,

,

0N T y g

N T y g

F ma

F F F

F F F

 
  

 

 

Scoring Note: Derivation must start with a statement of Newton’s second law to earn this 
point. 

1 point

For correctly substituting the vertical component of the tension in terms of the given variables 
consistent with part (b) 

2 2

cosN T

N T

F mg F

y
F mg F

y x

 

 
     

1 point

(c)(ii) For summing the forces in the horizontal direction, consistent with parts (a) and (b) 

,net T x fF F F  

1 point

For correctly substituting the horizontal component of the force of tension in terms of the 
given variables 

2 2

sinnet T f

net T f

F F F

xF F F
y x

  

 
     

1 point

For correctly substituting the expression for the normal force from part (c)(i) into the 
expression for the force of friction  

2 2

2 2 2 2

net T k N

net T k T

xF F F
y x

yxF F mg F
y x y x





 
     

    
                

1 point

Total for part (c) 5 points
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(d) For using the integral definition of work to derive an expression for the work done by the
force of tension

W F dx 

1 point

For any indication that the work done on the sled by the string is due only to the horizontal 
component of the tension in the string 

,T xW F dx 

1 point

For using the horizontal component of the force of tension consistent with part (b) or (c) 

2 20

x L

Tx

xW F dx
y x





 
     
  

1 point

For correct limits of integration, x= 0 to x= L, and indicating that the work done is negative
2 2let , then 2  u y x du x dx    
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1 point

Total for part (d) 4 points

(e) For selecting “ 1 2E E ” with an attempt at a relevant justification 1 point

For a justification that correctly relates the force of friction to the normal force, and the normal 
force to the position or the angle 

1 point

Example Response 

The vertical component of the string force is the largest when the string is more vertical 

( 0 x L  ). A larger vertical component of the string tension leads to a larger normal force 

and, hence, a larger friction force. 

Total for part (e) 2 points

Total for question 1 15 points
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Question 1 

Note: Student samples are quoted verbatim and may contain spelling and grammatical errors. 

Overview 

The responses were expected to demonstrate the ability to: 
• Draw free body diagrams indicating forces exerted on a system and their directions with appropriate labels.   
• Determine an expression for an angle in terms of position. This requires application of the geometric 

definition of a trigonometric function and representing the angle in terms of the position for a moving 
object.  

• Apply Newton’s second law.  
• Identify different types of forces, such as the normal force, tension, gravitational force, and friction. 
• Derive expressions for the normal force and the net horizontal force. This requires correct identification of 

the vector force components and representing those components in terms of the position of the object rather 
than the angle. 

• Derive an expression for the work done by a varying force. This requires application of the integral 
definition of work and substituting/using the correct vector component.  

• Compare the energy dissipated in two intervals of motion and justify the comparison. This requires relating 
the friction force to the changing normal force and a justification for why the normal force changes with 
position.  

Sample: 1A 
Score: 15 
 
Part (a) earned 3 points. The first point was earned for correctly showing the normal force and gravity force with 
appropriate labels. The magnitudes are not considered for scoring. The second point was earned for correctly 
showing the friction force with an appropriate label. The third point was earned for correctly showing the tension 
force from the string with an appropriate label. Part (b) earned 1 point. The point was earned for showing a correct 
expression that relates the angle θ  to the position x. Part (c)(i) earned 2 points. The first point was earned by 
beginning derivation with a summation of forces or a statement of Newton’s second law and showing or implying 
that the sum of the forces is zero. The derivation proceeds correctly from this point. The second point was earned 
by representing the vertical component of the tension force with correct substitution consistent with part (b).  
Part (c)(ii) earned 3 points. The first point was earned by beginning derivation with a summation of forces or a 
statement of Newton’s second law. In this response, the work proceeds in reverse, identifying the components and 
then combining them to the net force. The second point was earned for correctly representing the horizontal 
component of the tension force with correct substitution consistent with part (b). The third point was earned for 
correctly using the normal force as written in part (c)(i). This point can be earned for consistency with part (c)(i) 
even if part (c)(i) is not correct. Part (d) earned 4 points. The first point was earned for beginning with the integral 
definition of work and using it to derive the expression. The second point was earned by indicating that the work 
is done only by the horizontal component of the tension force. The third point was earned by correctly substituting 
for the horizontal component of the tension consistent with prior work. The fourth point was earned for having the 
correct limits of integration and indicating that the work done is negative. Part (e) earned 2 points. The first point 
was earned by selecting the correct check box and attempting a relevant justification. The second point was 
earned for a justification correctly connecting the changing position to the changing normal force and the normal 
force to the friction force. 
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Question 1 (continued) 

Sample: 1B 
Score: 10 

Part (a) earned 3 points. The first point was earned for correctly showing the normal force and gravity force with 
appropriate labels. The second point was earned for correctly showing the friction force with an appropriate label. 
The third point was earned for correctly showing the tension force from the string with an appropriate label.  
Part (b) earned 1 point. The point was earned for showing a correct expression that relates the angle θ  to the 
position x. Part (c)(i) earned 1 point. The first point was not earned. The response does not begin with a 
summation of forces or statement of Newton’s second law. N Ty gF F F= +  is not an acceptable starting point but 
is a second step in the derivation. The second point was earned by representing the vertical component of the 
tension force with correct substitution consistent with part (b). Note that this response represents θ  in terms of 

1tan x
y

− , rather than replacing the trig functions with ratios containing x or y and 2 2x y+ . Part (c)(ii) earned

3 points. The first point was earned by beginning derivation with a summation of forces or a statement of 
Newton’s second law. The second point was earned for correctly representing the horizontal component of the 
tension force with correct substitution consistent with part (b). The third point was earned for correctly using the 
normal force as written in part (c)(i). Part (d) earned 2 points. The first point was not earned. The response did not 
begin with the integral definition of work. The second point was earned by indicating that the work is done only 
by the horizontal component of the tension force. The third point was earned by correctly substituting for the 
horizontal component of the tension consistent with prior work. The fourth point was not earned. The response 
had no limits of integration. Part (e) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned. The response selects the 
incorrect check box. The second point was not earned. No points can be earned for justification if the incorrect 
box is checked. 

Sample: 1C 
Score: 5 

Part (a) earned 3 points. The first point was earned for correctly showing the normal force and gravity force with 
appropriate labels. The second point was earned for correctly showing the friction force with an appropriate label. 
The third point was earned for correctly showing the tension force from the string with an appropriate label.  
Part (b) earned 1 point. The point was earned for showing a correct expression that relates the angle θ  to the 
position x. Part (c)(i) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned. The response does not begin with a 
summation of forces or statement of Newton’s second law. The second point was not earned. The response leaves 
θ  in the vector component of the tension force, and θ  is not an allowed symbol for algebraic answers. Because 
there is an expression for θ  in terms of x and y, that expression must be used to substitute for θ . Part (c)(ii) 
earned 1 point. The first point was earned by beginning derivation with a summation of forces or a statement of 
Newton’s second law. The second point was not earned. The response makes an incorrect substitution for θ  into 
the vector component of the tension force. The third point was not earned. The response incorrectly substitutes for 
the normal force, inconsistent with part (c)(i). Part (d) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned. The 
response does begin with the integral definition of work but does not use the integral in further steps. The second 
point was not earned. The response does not indicate that the work is done only by the horizontal component of 
the tension force. The third point was not earned. The response incorrectly substitutes for the horizontal 
component of the tension, consistent with prior work. The fourth point was not earned. The response does not 
indicate that the work is negative. Part (e) earned 0 points. The first point was not earned. The response selects the 
incorrect check box. The second point was not earned. No points can be earned for justification if the incorrect 
box is checked. 
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